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Double glazing with 3” (75 mm) air space

 Superior acoustics

 Laboratory tested STC of 44

 Allows optional remote-controlled horizontal blinds

 1/4” (6 mm) tempered glass compliant with ASTM C1048

Interlocking astragals

 Glass panels may be mixed with Signature 800 solid panels

 Ensures a rigid flat wall

Individual and paired panels

 Enhanced layout flexibility

 Stacking options: lateral, remote, or center

Automatic bottom seals

 Allows operation of partition without the use of lever or tool

AAvailable options

 Frame color: multiple anodizing or powder coating choices

 Multiple choices of glass finishes such as acid-etched, 
   sand-blasted, frosted, painted, or with etched designs, etc

 Remote-controlled electrically tilting horizontal blinds

 ADA-compliant pass through door

 ADA-compliant pivot closure panel

 Dry-erase white boards, porcelain boards, chalk boards, cork 
    boards, all inset

 Manually operated top and bottom retractable seals 
    eliminate all friction during movement of the panels
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OPERATION

CONFIGURATION

THICKNESS

STC

MAX. HEIGHT

PANEL WIDTH

PPANEL WEIGHT

CLOSURE

SEALS

TRACK

Single point

Center

4” (102mm)

44

12’-3” (3734mm)*

Min. 12'' (304mm)
Max. 48 1/2'' (1230mm)**Max. 48 1/2'' (1230mm)**

9.5lbs/sq.ft. (46.5kg per sq.m.)

Pivot/Telescopic

MM-1.5

#45-T/#72

240

Individual

Remote/Side

4” (102mm)

44

12’-3” (3734mm)*

Min. 12'' (304mm)
Max. 48 1/2'' (1230mm)**Max. 48 1/2'' (1230mm)**

9.5lbs/sq.ft. (46.5kg per sq.m.)

Pivot/Telescopic

FA-2/FM-1.5/MM-1.5

#23-T

241

Paired

Center

4” (102mm)

44

12’-3” (3734mm)*

Min. 12'' (304mm)
Max. 48 1/2'' (1230mm)**Max. 48 1/2'' (1230mm)**

9.5lbs/sq.ft. (46.5kg per sq.m.)

Pivot/Telescopic

FA-2

#45-T/#72

242MODELS

MM-1.5

FM-1.5

FA-2

Manually-operated top 1'' (25mm) and bottom 1 1/2'' (38mm) floor clearance

Fixed top 1'' (25mm) and manually-operated bottom 1 1/2'' (38mm) floor clearance

Fixed top 1'' (25mm) and automatic bottom 2'' (50mm) floor clearance

SEALS TYPE

*Higher panels available upon request if reduced width is acceptable

**Wider panels available if smaller then 12'-3'' (3734mm) in height
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